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Dear Mayor and Commissioners 
 
The Belle Isle Residents Association is extremely disappointed that Miami-Dade Transit 
is strongly considering eliminating the Belle Isle stop on the South Beach Local. We 
believe this decision is short-sighted, and cuts off a service that is important to the 
residents of Belle Isle just as it is getting going and beginning to be successful.  
 

1. This service got off to a terrible start. For a full year, the bus’s route did not 
appeal to many residents. At first, MDT and The City of Miami Beach ignored our 
wishes about how to route the local here. It wasn’t until last summer that we 
finally got what we had spent 4 years asking for, a bus that goes conveniently to 
where most people want to go. 
 
With the route change, ridership started growing slowly but steadily. This is 
shown by MDT’s measurements of ridership, even though this is a very flawed 
measurement system, perhaps in ways that penalize Belle Isle. With the old 
route, few people took it. Now, we see groups getting on and off, and people 
frequently waiting at the bus shelter. 

 
2. A second difficulty is that the bus ran, and has continued to run, on Island 

Avenue South, antagonizing many people, particularly since for the first year the 
buses were very lightly used. We asked before the service started that it run on 
Island Avenue North, and were unhappy to find our wishes ignored. We are told 
that MDT has agreed that Island Avenue North is a practical alternative, but MDT 
has still not changed the route. 

 
These two factors combined to generate more antagonism than usage at first, and it 
raised the bar for acceptance here. Belle Isle has never had real bus service; the A Bus 
is infrequent and of limited value, and most residents had (and have) no clue of where it 
goes or how to use it. But now, with parking so tight on Miami Beach, there is a real 
need for the service the South Beach Local provides. 
 
Belle Isle is an almost purely residential island. To contrast the short extension to BI 
with the longer and more costly extension to Collins Park is a false comparison: with its 
cultural and commercial amenities, that is a destination for many.  
 
Belle Isle has about 10% of the population of South Beach. This service will succeed, 
and the steady growth we have seen bears that out. It is obvious that the Local is  
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becoming a real amenity to residents and voters of Belle Isle, many of whom are elderly 
and/or without the ability to drive, even if they could find parking. 
 
Please do not permit this needed service to be cut off just as it is getting going and 
showing real signs of success. 
 
 
Thank you, 
 

 
 
Scott Diffenderfer, President 
Belle Isle Residents Association 


